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Abstract 
This paper proposes a biologically-motivated neural network model of supervised learning. The 
model possesses two novel learning mechanisms. The first is a network for learning topographic 
rni1:tures. The network's interna.l category nodes a.re the mixture components, which learn to 
encode smooth distributions in the input space by taking advantage of topography in the input 
feature maps. The second mechanism is an attentional biasing feedback circuit. When the net-
work makes an incorrect output prediction, this feedba.ck circuit modulates the learning rates 
of the category nodes, by amounts based on the sharpness of their tuning, in order to improve 
the network's prediction accuracy. Tlw network is evaluated on several standard classification 
benchmarks and shown to perform well in comparison to other classifiers. Possible rela.tionships 
are discussed between the network's learning properties and those of biological neural networks. 
Possible future extensions of the network are also discussed. 
1 Introduction 
Recent years have setm significant advancement in the understanding of statistical learning prop-
erties of artificial neural networks (ANNs). However, ANNs are usually unconstrained from an 
implementational point of view. Applying constraints which <P'e motiva.t.ed by biological imple-
rnentability, while making a. statistical analysis more difficult, may offer the compensatory ad-
vantage of producing models that h<we more straightforward links with biological systems. In 
addition, the constraints may provide certain praetical adva.ntages, as deseribed below. It is with 
these motivations that the following three constraints were rrsed to guide neural network develop-
ment: 
L. Local: activation <1lld learning equations employ only simple computations, using only lo-
ca.lly available inf(rrmation. 'l'lris constraint allows for the possibility of efficient hardware 
im plcm entation. 
2. On-line: weights >lre updated after presentation of each input pattern. 'I'his allows the 
network to learn in real-time. 
:J. Constructive: the network automatically constructs, or self-organizes, a. repn'senta.tion of 
suHicient complexity to learn a,n input-;.output mapping. This allows f(Jr an efficient usa,ge 
of resources sinee only the memory required for solving the problem a.t. hand is allocated. 
In this paper a nermll network is proposed which obeys these three constraints. The network 
learns smooth rneeptive fields which a,re sensitive to inprrt statistics by taking advantage of a data 
format suggested by modt,ls of cortical developrnent namely, representing inputs as topograph-
ic rna.ps. The network's learning dynamics are also self-corrective in the presence of prediction 
errors. T'his is clone, not by using complicated fet,dback computations ba.sed on an error gra-
dient, but rather by using a simple biasing of network activities (and hence, of learning rates), 
ba.sed on tire sharpness of receptive field tuning in the hidden layer. These two novel learning 
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mechanisms~lea.rning a mixture density model based on topographic input maps, and biasing 
a.ctivities of the mixture components using "attentional" fecdback~are described in sections L.l 
and 1.2 respectively. 
1.1 Learning topographic mixtures 
Models of cortical learning and development typically share two essential computations: (i) center-
surround processing within cortical layers, and (ii) corrdational learning of connections between 
layers. These computations yi(~ld characteristic activity patterns within layers in which cells 
positioned near to each other are more positively correlated than cells positioned further away 
from each other. Therefore, while all cells in the same layer may respond to the same feature 
dimension, such as the orientation of a, visual stimulus, nearby cells tend to respond to nearby 
regions of the feature space (i.e., similar orientations) whereas cells spaced further apart do not. 
For example, many models have been proposed of how cells develop their orienta.tionally tuned 
receptive fields within smoothly varying maps of orientation preference (Durbin and Mitchison, 
1990; Obermayer et a!., 1990, 1992; Swindale, 1992; Sirosh and Miikkula.inen, 1994; Olson and 
Grossberg, 1998). 
Fignre 1 depicts a simpJe example of a topographic map in a. feature layer, which encodes 
orientation preference for visual input. Activation levels of the orienta.tiona.lly selective nodes 
are shown, given a vertical edg(~ a.s input. The feature layer is analogous to a set of orientation 
columns in primary visual cortex. Now imagine a set of nodes in a higher category layer, which 
ha.ve normalized activities due to mutual, divisive inhibition (i.e., the net activation across the 
layer constant), and which receives inputs from the feature layer via adaptive connect;ions that 
are updated with a. type of correlational learning called instar learning (Grossberg, 1976, 1980; 
Kohonen, 1989). lnstar learning causes the connection weights to track the presynaptic signals 
from the feature nodes when the category nodes are active. The result, depicted in Figure I, is tha.t 
the weights to a category node consist of a. weighted average of several similar fea.ture patterns, 
encoding tho expected feature pattern conditioned on the category node's activity. The sha.pr~ of 
the resulting category recreptive field is determined by both the intrinsic spread of a single feature 
pattern, and the spread of diiTerent feature patterns learned by the category rrode. 
The category nod(!S also receive signals hom a.n output layer, which in this case represrmts the 
class labels "vmtical" and "horizontal". Connections frorn these nodes are a.lso updated via. in star 
learning. Signals from the feature and output nodes are combined mult.iplicatively at the category 
nodes, so that the category nodes learn conjunctions of the feature a.nd class representations. By 
updating reeiproea.! ca\egory-ioutput connections, the network learns to make eorrect prr'dictions 
of the class labels given feature inprrt only. 'l'hus, wr~ see that a combination of center/surround 
processing within the feature layer and correlational learning between h1yers results in the learning 
of a. mixture model of smooth distributions governing the input-ioutput mapping. In this model, 
each category node represents a single component of the mixture distribution. Because this circuit 
relies on topography in the feature layer, the representa.tion that it learns is called a topographic 
m.h:ture model. A probabilistic interpretation of this learning model is given in scc.tion 2.:3. 
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Figure I: 'l'opographic mixture model. The learned paths are shown from a topogra.phic feature 
layer and from an output layer to an internal category layer, as well as reciprocal paths from 
the category layer to the output layer. In this example, the feature nodes lmcode orientation 
preference. The catcogory nodes learn smooth receptive fields which ]mrtition this feature spa.cc 
based on its associations with tlw class outputs. The dashed line represents divisive, normalizing 
inhibition within the category layer. The shaded bars represent activity levels. 
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1.2 Attentionally biased learning 
Mixture models allow supervised learning within an unsupervised framework ( Ghahramani and 
Jordan, 1994; Williamson, 1997). The essential idea. is to optimize the model's likelihood for 
representing the joint input/output density of the training data, and then to use this mixture model 
to estimate the conditiona.l distribution in the output space given test inputs. This distribution 
is then used to obtain output predictions. An advantage of the density estimation <lpproach 
is flexibility. The density model can be used to obtain predictions in any direction. In other 
words, the "output" variables merely correspond to the variables that are missing and need to be 
estimated given the variables that are not missing. Another advantage is locality. The posterior 
probabilities of the mixture components (i.e., category aetivations) ca.n be computed using loeal 
information. These probabilities an1 then used to update local model parameters. In a neural 
network architeeture, this yields simpler, more localizable computations tha.n are typically used 
in gradient-descent based learning rules such as backpropagation. 
However, one possible problem with this approach is that, clue to inherent limitations in tlw 
ability to estimate an accurate model of the input/output density (due to imperfect assumption-
s underlying the parametric model), maximizing the likelihood of the mixture model may not 
conespond to maximizing the accuracy of predictions on a test set. 
In fact, Williamson (1997) showed that a.n on-line classifieation network which learns a Gaus-
sian mixture model of the input space in its category layer outperformed both an on-line and 
a batch-learning version of the classifier by using attentional feedback to bias the learning rates. 
That on-line classification network is a variant of predictive adaptive resonance theory (ART MAP) 
networks called Gaussian AHTMAP, or GAM. When GAM makes an incorrect prediction dur-
ing training, its receptive Jlelds are bia.sed by the raising of a "vigilance" threshold, the effect 
of which varies inversely with the width of each recr~ptive field. This thresholding bias has two 
separate effects on relative activations among the categories, and hence, on learning rates. First, 
it diJierentia.lly favors (.in terms of relative a.c.tivity levels) less selective genemlisl nodes over more 
selective specialist nodes. Second, due to the "iceberg effect" it narrows receptive fields, thereby 
making the activity pattern across categories less distributed by shutting some nodes oiL For 
example, Figure 2a shows two receptive fields with different widths when a vigilance threshold is 
low. Raising the vigilance threshold favors the wider receptive field (the cross-over point moves 
to the left) while making both receptive fields narrower. 
fn this paper, a. novel modulatory form of attentional biasing is introduced. Raising this 
modulatory form of vigilance (Figure 2b) favors the wider receptive Jield but does not make either 
receptive field narrower. A modulatory bias is more subtle and flexible than a thresholding bias, 
avoiding the danger of a. network hecoming completely silenced when the threshold is raised too 
high. T'he motivation for introducing this modulatory bias came from recent neurophysiological 
experiments which suggest that attention plays a modulatory role, and that neurons with hroader 
tuning are proportionally boosted more by attentiona.l modulation than neurons with sharpr~r 
tuning (McAdams and Maunsell, 1999). 
Historically, the use of a vigilance tlm~shold in GAM was motivated by the AHT concept of 
resetting, or shut.ting off, nodes when in some sense they do not a.dequatcly match the input 
a. 
b. 
Vigilance Threshold 
Low Vi§ilance -Medii,Jm V1 1 ance ----·. 
H1gh V1 1 ance ··••· 
Vigilance Modulation 
····---
!,..ow Vi~i~ance -Mediwm V! 1 ance ----· 
H1gh V1 1 ance ······ 
············-••••••.•• __ _ 
Figure 2: Effect of raising vigilance on two receptive fields. In this example, it is assumed that 
\lw bias weights for the two category nodes arc proportional to their receptive field hc~ights. 'l'his 
relationship typically holds, as illustrated in section ;1.3. Two alternative methods for <Lttentiona.l 
biasing of receptive fields arc illustrated. In the vigilance threshold case (top), receptive ftelds are 
defined by x_;; = [I:f:=J fii,.Wiih - p2bi;J+ In the vigilance modulation cas;) (bottom), they arn 
LL fih·w 1h ., • - • • • ., • defined by .1: 1·; = -~ 11'"+' n;b······'"---. Sec sc:ction 2 for an ex1Jlanatwn oJ these va.nables. l-or clan tv, < • p. Jl " 
receptive Jlclds an: resca.led in this plot to have the sanw height at different vigila.nee levels. A 
vigilance threshold (top) favors the wider receptive field and ma.kes both receptive fields narrower. 
Vigilance modulation (bottom), on the other hand, favors the wider n:ceptive Held but does not 
make either receptive field narrower. 
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or output pattern. The vigilance modulation introduced in this paper is a modification of that 
concept. Simulations (not shown here) have shown that vigila,nce modulation is generally more 
effective than a vigilance threshold. The effectivmwss of vigilance modulation suggests that, while 
it is useful to diffenmtiaJly bias nodes based on the sharpness of their tuning, it is generally not 
useful to carry this process to such an extreme that learning is completely turned off in some 
nodes. 
1.3 Relationship to ARTMAP models 
ARTMAP networks are designed to obey the three biologically-motivated constraints of being 
local, on-line, and constructive (Carpenter et al., 1991). The network proposed in this paper is 
the first ART MAP variant to combine these attributes with the additional ones of using distributed 
learning and of learning smooth, statistically sensitive receptive fiE~lds. The two primary ARTMAP 
alternatives are fuz:<y AR.TMAP (FAM) and Gaussian AHTMAP (GAM) (Carpenter et al., 1992; 
Williamson, 1996, 1997). FAM is local, but does not learn smooth receptive fields and is not 
distributed (although a distributed variant has been developed; see Carpenter, 1997). GAM 
does learn smooth n~ceptivE~ fields with distributed learning, but is not local, in that its explicit 
Gaussian-defmed receptive fields do not admit simple, biologically plausible activation and learning 
rules. The network proposed in this paper is called the Topographic Attentive Mapping, or 'l'AM, 
network. This is because its novel contributions are the integral usc of topography in the input 
feature ma,ps, along with tlw use of aUentional fecclbad< to bia,s learning rates in the category 
layer, in order to learn an effective input->output mapping. 
2 Equations 
'I'he 'I'AM model varia,bles arc indexed as follows. T'he L feature nodes encoding a single input 
dimension are indexed by h, the M input dimensions are indexed by i, the N category nodes <Ue 
indexed by j, and the 0 output nodes are indexed by k. Figure :J illustrates a 'fAM network 
containing 2 input feature maps, 2 basis nodes, 1 category node, and 1 output node. Note that 
the category layer in the simple network architecture depicted in Figure 1 has been expanded to 
inelude both unidimensional basis nodes encoding a receptive field in each input dimension, and 
multidimensional category nodes encoding the conjunction of all the input dimensions and the 
output dimensiOIL A vigilance nodE~ has also been added, which exE~rts divisive inhibition on the 
basis nodes. 
2.1 Feedforward activations 
Each category node receives input from M~ basis nodes, t'<lch encoding the m<ttch in a single input 
dimension. For the .i'" category node, the match in the i'" lntsis node is computed by the inner 
product between the activity distribution in the i'" feature map, f;, <tnd the distribution of the 
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Output Nodes 
Multidimensional 
Category Nodes 
Unidimensional 
Basis Nodes 
Feature Nodes 
Vigilance 
Figure :J: TAM network, shown with two feature dimensions, one category node, and one output 
node. Dashed lines indicate inhibitory connections. Symbols indicate mathematical operation 
computed at each node. 
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node's weight field, w;i: 
(1) 
The numerator in equation (1) yields a smooth receptive field as illustrated in Figure 2. Clu\llging 
the input value corresponds to shifting the activity pattern in the feature map, fi, which results in 
a change in the match between fi and Wji· 'fhe denominator in equation (1) describes the effect 
of attentional biasing on tlw node's activity. 'I' he vigilance term pis normally set to zero. Raising 
p produces divisive inhibition, with the amount of inhibition modulated by the inhibitory bias 
weight, bji· The size of b;i is positively correlated with the height (and negatively correlated with 
the width) of the receptive fields. This correlation is quantified on several benchmark simulations 
in section 3.3. Due to this correlation, tall narrow receptive fields are usually attenuated more 
than short wide receptive ftelds when p > 0. Figure 2b illustrates the differential effects that 
raising vigilance has on two receptive fields with different widths. 
Category nodes represent feature conjunctions across A1 perceptual dimensions. 'J'hey are 
activated by a conjunction of bottom-up input from their M ba,sis nodes: 
M 
Vi =II Xji· (2) 
i=:l 
'fhe network's output nodes (indexed by k) a.rc then activated by tlw ca.tcgory nodes via. weighted 
connections J!jk which represent the probability of output k given category .i: 
N 
tk = LY.iP.ik· 
.f:::::l 
'I'hc class predietion, ](, is the index of the rnaximally activated output node: 
2.2 Supervision and attention 
f{ = arg rnax( zk). 
k 
(:l) 
Let J(* denote the index of the "correct" supervised output class. An output criterion (OC) 
determines whether the rwtwork's output prediction is similar enough to the supervised output to 
allow learning. lf the OC is not met, attention is invoked: the vigilance level, p, is incrementally 
raised from an initial value of p = 0. This causes the predictions to change due to diff'erential 
modulations, via. equation (1), of activities in the basis nodes. Vigilance is raised until either the 
OC is satisfic.'d or until the maxima.! vigila.ncr' level is reached: 
If zx /ZK• < OC then repeat 
(i) {J := p + p(·''"~'l; 
(ii) equations (1) ···· (4); 
until eitlwr ZK / ZK• 2: OC or p 2: p(m"x). 
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(5) 
Onee equation (5) is satisfied, top-clown feedback incorporates information as to the correct 
output. First, supervised feedback selects the correct output node: 
z); = 8[k- K*], (6) 
where 8[.1:] = 1 if .1: = 0; 8[J:] = 0 otherwise. 'I'hen, top-down outpu\_,category feedback factors 
in the conditional probabilities of the correct output (via the term 2..::?=1 z'fyjk). ln aclclition, 
normalization of the category activations causes each input to have the same net impact during 
learning, since the activations determine learning rates. The a.ctiva.tions represent the category 
posterior probabilities given both the input and the correct output: 
(7) 
The output_,category feedback is a. feature-specific form of attention which serves a different 
role than the non-specific vigilance form of attention in equation (5). Feature-specific atten-
tion favors those categories that have strong associations with the correct external expectations. 
Vigilance-based attention, on the other hand, performs a memory search by favoring categories 
that have low bias weights, and hence wide receptive fields, regardless of their output associations. 
2.3 Probabilistic interpretation of network activations 
A probabilistic interpretation of the output activities, z'(., a.nd their influence on category acti-
vations in cqua.tion (7), is a.s follows. Supervised class labels a.re discrete, categorical data. that 
can be modeled with a. multinomial distribution. Firs\, assume that the weights, P:ik, encode this 
d istri bu tion: 
P.ik = P(k = K'jj). (8) 
'I'hen, the posterior probability of the .i'h mixture conrpmwnt (i.e., activation of the .i'h category) 
based solely on knowledge of the corri'Ct class, K*, is: 
Equation (9) shows that the addition of top-down feedback in equation (7) incorpora.tes the con-
ditional probabilities involving the output dimension. NoV', however, tha.t equation (9) assumes 
that the category prior probabilities, P(.j), <1re uniformly distributed. 
It. has been found empirically \ha.t using learned estimates of category prior probabilities, 
i\.i), a.nd incorporating these estimates into equation (7), degrades the network's accuracy a.s a 
classifier. A possible reason J()J' this finding is as follows. 'I'o assume F'(.i) = i'(j') for a.llj,j', as in 
equation (7), becomes a. self-fulfilling prophecy. It causes the ca.tegm.ics to lc<ml a. more balanced, 
efficient partitioning of the input/output space. lf, on the other hand, Jea.rnecl estimates i'(.i) are 
fa.ctored into equation (7), \hen the learning process tends to yield i"(.i) ~ P(.i') for some j,j'. 
Simulation results (not shown here) suggest that this yields a. less effective utili%ation of resources. 
A proba.bilistic interpretation of the input activities, {!;}~ 1 , and their influence on catego-
ry activa.tions, is as follows. For simplicity, assume p = 0 (p > 0 results in a biasing of the 
probabilities analyzed here). The discrete output data are encoded by discrete, nonoverlapping 
distributions among the output nodes, as in equation (6). The real-valued input data, on the other 
hand, are encoded by overlapping distributions among <111 ordered set of nodes, f;. Due to their 
overlapping distributions, these feature nodes represent values along a. scale. Similarly, just as Pi 
represents tlw conditional distribution of discrete values among 0 output nodes, w;; represents 
the conditional density of smooth, overlapping distributions among L fea.ture nodes encoding the 
i'" input dimension. 
1'hercfore, with p = 0, the posterior probability of the .i'" mixture component, based solely on 
knowledge of the feature input, is 
P( .
1 
{f·}M ) = __ ]l( {f;}f1riJ)P(.i) 
.1 ' •=I '\'N . ({f·}M I '')P( '') 
"--J'=I J! ' •=I .J . J 
TI M i-1 X ji (10) 
Equation (10) describes the posterior probability of component j based on a joint density model 
of the M input dimensions. The density distribution in each input dimension i is encodc~d by 
the weight vector w;;, just as the distribution in the output dimension is encoded by Pi· As in 
equation (9), the prior probabilities of the categories are assumed to be equaL It is easy to see 
from equations (9) and (lO) that the activations Y.i in equation (7) represent P(jl{fi}{'11 , k = K'). 
2.4 Learning 
Since category activations represent posterior probabilities conditioned on the current input/output, 
correla.tiom\llearning rules allow the network to Jearn a mixture model of the input/output den-
sity. The learning procedure is, in effect, an on-line approximation of a. statistical batch learning 
approach for optimizing rnixture models, tlw c~xpecta.tion-maximization (EM) algorithm. Soc 
Williamson (1997) for a detailed explanation of this relationship. 
On-line learning obtains better statistical sampling if the learning rate begins high a.nd then 
reduces with experience. Experience is represented by nj, which begins at zero when category j 
is first instantiated and converges toward l via. a. discrete difference equation in which the change' 
in n.i is defined as 
6n.i = oy_j(1- n;). (ll) 
'I' he learning rate for J(•aturc weights Wiih begins with a relatively large value but converges toward 
a small Jlxed value as n; _ __, 1: 
{rat.e) 0' 
'W· = ----o== 
.7 o,IJ( M~) -1- 1Lj (12) 
The mrrn bor of input dimensions, M, has an effect on the net change in receptive fields during 
lea.rning. Matclws computed in equation (1) arc multiplil)d together in equation (2) to produce an 
M-dirnensiona.l receptive field. Tlwrcfore, if tire vahw of w)''atc) were independent of M, increasing 
M would result in greater total changes in tho receptive fields during learning. In order to avoid 
this effect, and instead obtain the same effective learning ra.te regardless of tire dimensionality 
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of a data set, the function {3(M) was added to equation (12) and defined to make the effective 
"multidimensional learning rate" invariant of A1: 
Al/M 
{3(M) = [:::~i/i\7' (13) 
with the rate of leanring inversely proportional to the free parametm· A E (0: 1). The derivation 
of equa.tion (13) is given in Appendix L With A= 1/3, which was used in all the simulations in 
this paper, {3(M) "'0.91M- 0.15. 
The feature weight Wjih tracks its input, fil, at a rate proportional to v;. Over time, weight 
vector Wj; learns the average of the spatially varying activity distributions that input to it, and 
thereby ends up encoding a wider distribution than exists in any single f; activity distribution: 
A .. _ (cute) *(/· .. ) 
uW.nh- 'Wj Y.i th- Wyth · (11) 
The learning rate for class weights Jijk also begins with a relatively large value and converges 
toward a small fixed value as n; _, 1: 
Ji(tale) = __ o_ 
1 (t + n, 
(15) 
The output weights P.ik tra.ck the output activities, and thereby learn the conditional proba.bility 
that output k is correct given category j: 
The inhibitory bias weights b;; track tlw activations of their basis nodes a.t a consta.nt rate: 
'I I (·,·ate) *( I ) W.)Ji = 'J Vi Xj-i- ).ii. 
(16) 
( 17) 
Equation (17) ca.uses b;; to learn the expected value of 1:.;;, category j's match in the i'" input 
dimension. Categories with narrow receptive Helds will \tend to have larger matches, and thus larger 
bias weights. This correlat.ion is quantified on benchmark simula.tious in section :l.:l. Figure 2b 
illustrates the differential effect that these weights have on narrow versus wide receptive fields. 
Categories that learn when p is hu·ge will also tend to have sma.ll bias weights, due to the effect 
of p on 1:.ii in equation (1). 'I'his dynamic is illustrated in sr~c:tion 3.1. 
2.5 Category instantiation 
Va.rious heuristics are possible; for determining when to instantiate new ca.tcgorics. ln our sim-
ulations the following procedure is used: training always begins with "ero categories (JV = 0) 
<tnd a new ca.tcgory is instantiated (JV := N + 1) every time vigilanee reaches its maximal level, 
p = p(max·). The reasoning behind this rule is that, by the time p reaches p(nwx), the OC has not 
been satisfied for 0 :S: p :S: p(nwx). 'I'his suggests that the existing rceeptive fields arc poorly posi-
timwd to learn the current input-;,output mapping, and tlwrcfore a new reeeptive field is needed, 
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centered on the current input. As a. result of this rule, the number of categories tha.t is created 
depends on the difficulty of the da.ssifica.tion ta.sk. New categories a.re initialized in a. "tabula. 
ra.sa." sta.te, with n,; = b,; = 0 and with uniformly distributed weights, w;ih = 1/L a.nd P.ik = 1/0. 
Following its instantiation, a. new category's activity is computed via. equations (1)--(3). Lea.rning 
then takes place for all categories via. equations (6)--(7), (11)-{17). 
2.6 Input preprocessing 
Self-organizing feature maps (SOFMs) produce a. data format with two properties: (i) nearby cells 
are correlated, i.e., they have overlapping receptive fields, and (ii) the distribution of receptive 
fields in the input space is sensitive to the input density. Figure 4 illustrates the ideal effect of a 
1-D SOFM on 1-D data .. The uneven data. density (top) is uniformized across the spaee of nodes 
in the map (bottom). 
Simulating SOFMs is beyond the scope of this paper. Rather, an approximation of their 
properties is obtained a.s follows. First, histogram equalization is performed on ea.eh dimension 
of the tra.ining data. Sl~t, with the number of bins l~qua.l to the numlwr of data items. If several 
data. items have the same value, the median bin index corresponding to these items is used for 
a.ll of them. 'I'he bin indices a.re then ma.pped into the range [l/(2T) : 1- 1/(2'1')], where T is 
the number of items in the training set. This yields input values 1; in a. new, warped feature 
spa.ce conta.ining a uniform distribution over the training data., as shown in Figure 4. Fixed-width 
activity distributions are then obtained via the equation 
(18) 
where Lis the number of nodes in the 1-D topographic map. L determines the level of resolution 
of the map, and the width of the Gaussian aetivity distributions with respect to the input range 
of [0 : I J is 17 = 1/ L. 'I'lwse fixed-width activity distributions eonespond to variable-width 
distributions in the original input space. T'lwreforc, they efl'ect a. variable bandwidth smoothing 
of the original input. space. 'l'lw width of a.n aetivity distribution corresponds to the narrowest 
possible width that. a. weight distribution can have, due to equation (12). Therefore, the size of/, 
determines a. minimum level of n~gularization for the network, with smaller L resulting in greater 
regularization. This can have the positive effect of preventing overlc)a.rning but the negative ell'ect 
of limiting capacity and lwnce the ability to discriminate. 
The 1; values for test data are obtained by linear interpolation between the two nearest tra.ining 
values. If a test value is smaller or larger than any training values, then its 1; value is obtained 
by linear interpolation between either the smallest training item and zero, or between the largest 
training item and one. 
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Figure 'l: Warping of input spaCE), as dE!scribed in section 2.6, which approximates the eff()ct of 
SOFivls. Top: Uneven density distribution of training data. in the original input space is shown 
(daslwd line), along with training items selected front this distribution (x's). Bottom: Uniform 
density distribution of data in the warped feature space is shown, as well as the evenly spaced 
training items. Fixed-width activity distributions in this warped spaee, as defined by equation (18), 
eorn!spond to variabhwidth distributions in the original input space. 
2. 7 Parameters 
The following set of parameters was used on a11 the simulations: OC = 0.8, p('tcp) = 0.1, p(max) = 
100, tt = 10-7 , .\ = lj:l, b;·""') = 0.01. The simulation experiments in section 3.1 involve a high 
resolution 1-D representation, so a large valtw of L (L = 24) was used. The multidimensional 
classification benchmarks in section ;3.2 do not presumably beneftt from such high resolution in 
each dimension, so a smaller value of L (L = 12) was used. 
3 Simulations 
3.1 Effect on learning of raising vigilance 
Figure 2 illustrates the momentary effect on receptive ftelds of raising vigilance. But what is the 
long-term effect of raising vigilance on lea.rning of receptive Jields? T'o investigate this question 
the following simulation experiments wen) performed. For simplicity, only one input dimension 
a.ncl one output class were used. Learning with just one output class is functionally equivalent to 
unsupervised learning. The network was initialized with 10 category nodes. Each node's receptive 
field was centered on a different part of the 1-D input space by allowing it to learn, independently 
of the other nodes, i(H· one learning triaL 'fhe value of I; for the first learning trial of t!ach category 
.i was I; = (.i- 1)/10. T'hercfore, the 10 receptive ftclds were centered at 0.0, 0.1, ... , 0.9 in the 
input space, which has a range of [0:1]. In addition, equation (18) was altered to allow wraparound 
so that receptive ftelds a.t the boundaries of the input range would look the same as those in the 
middle. 
After this category initia.li"ation, learning took place in the normal way, using 1,000 randomly 
selected tra.ining inputs, 1; E U[O: 1]. Figure 5a shows the receptive fields resulting from Condi-
tion 1, which is the default condition with p = 0. Figure 5b shows the result of Condition 2, in 
whieh p was elevated in one region of tlw input space: p = 50 whmwver 1/3 :<: I; :<: 2/3 a.nd p = 0 
otherwise. Where p was elevated, the representation became less distributed, with the receptive 
fields in that area bec:oming taller and narrower (all n~ceptive fields are plotted using equation (7) 
with p = 0). 
When a category node karns with p elevated, its bias weight bii tracks a. smaller match value 
due to equation (17), giving the node an even greater advantage the next time pis elevated. This 
leads to a snowballing effect in which the advantaged nodes crowd out the disadva.ntagcd nodes 
whore pis elevated. 
A possible alternative approach for "paying greater attention" to a particular n~gion of the 
input space is to monolithically increase the learning rates in that region. Figure 5c shows the 
result of Condition 3, in which all learning rates, w)'"'"), were doubled when 1/:l :<: I; :<: 2(:3. 
As this plot shows, the opposite effect was obtained as in Condition 2. In Condition 3, tlw 
representation became rnore distributed in the region of the input space with the elevated learning 
rate. 
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0 .333 .667 1 
Figure 5: EJfee\s on learning of raising vigilance. Plotted arc) receptive fields learned after: a) 
training with p ~ 0; b) training with p = 50 if lf:l :s; I; :s; 2/:l and p = 0 otherwise; c) training 
with p ~ 0 hut. with lca.rning ra.\.e 'W.\""'') doubled when 1/:l :s; T; :s; 2/3. d) A discrimination index 
(DI) is plotted for each of the repn)Sent.a.tions in a--c. 'I'he DI is the surn of the magnitudes of 
the receptive field slopes. 
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One measure of the cliscriminability of a point in the input spa.ce is a discriminability index, 
DI, which is the average of the magnitudes of the receptive field slopes at that point. Figure 5d 
plots the DI for the three representations shown in Figure 5a-c. Condition 1 produces a roughly 
fiat DI across the input space, reflecting the uniform distribution of the inputs. Condition 2 
produces a fiat DI everywhere except for the tra.nsitions from p = 0 top= 50, where the DI is 
elevated. Finally, Condition 3 produces a slightly lowered DI within the region where the karning 
rate was doubled. 'Therefore, attentional biasing increases discriminability in regions where there 
are changes in the average vigilance level. This is done by, instead of increasing the learning rate 
of all nodes, as in Condition 3, increasing it just for those nodes with small bias weights while 
simultaneously decreasing their bias weights. 
3.2 DELVE classification benchmarks 
The TAM network was evaluated on several classification benchmarks in order to determine how 
well it performs with respect to other classifiers. All results wore obtained using the same set of 
parameters (see section 2.7) following 200 training epochs, or iterations through the training set. 
'fhe DELVE benchmark collection (Rasmussen eta!., 1996) provides an environment for as-
sessing learning methods in a way tlmt is both relev;rnt to real-world problems, and that allows 
for statistically valid comparisons with other learning rnethods. TAM was evaluated on the seven 
classification benchmarks in the DELVE collection for which there are results from one or more 
alternative learning methods. From each classification dataset one or more chlssification ta.sk is 
defined, involving training sets with different amounts of data. Therefore, it, is possible to deter-
mine not only how well a learning method handles a particular classification problem, but also 
how its performance scales with the si"e of the training set. 
'I'he datasets are of four difl'erent types: natural, cultivated, simulated, and artificiaL Natural 
datasets were originally gathered J(Jr real-world applications; cultivated datasets came from a real-
world source, but were never used to solve a real problem; simulated datasets were generated by 
a simulator, but are believed to resemble real data; a.rtificiaJ datasets were generated according to 
some mathematical formula <lnd an' not meant to resemble any n~al data. 
'J'A:M was eornpared to the following alterna.t.ive learning methods. CAlrl': a basic decision 
tree which creates decision boundaries para.llel to the input a.xes (Breiman, et. 11!., 1984). lNN: one 
nearest neighbor based on Euclidean dista.nce. KNN-Class: k-noarest neighbor algorithm, in which 
k is chosen on the basis of leavo-mw-ont cross-validation on the' training set. Several mixtures-of-
experts (lYlE's) a.nd hierarchical mixtnres-of..exports (liME's) variants, as follows (vVaterhouse et 
a!., J 996). Iv!E-EL: a committee of ME's trained by ensemble learning; Ml->ESE: a committee of 
Mt•:'s trained by early stopping; llM.E-EL: a committee of liME's trained by ensemble learning; 
Hlv!E-ESE: a committee of HME's traincxl by early stopping; HME-GlWW: a committee of liME's 
grown via early stopping. 
Tables 1--6 summarize 'I'AM's perfonna.nce, and provide st:atistica.l comparisons with the results 
of the alternative learning methods. Each column shows n~sults obtained in a single classification 
task, with the number at the top of the column indica.ting the number of da.ta items in the training 
sc't. In each row is listed tho error rate for a given learning method. Next to tho error rate is 
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Classifier 
TAM 
TAM-C 
CART 
1NN 
KNN-CLASS 
IviE-EL 
l\IIE-ESE 
HME-EL 
I-I ME-ESE 
liME-GROW 
'fable 1: 
Splice 
-~~--------- -------·· 
100 200 
·-····-~·- -·-·---
sig. error srg. error 
.125 .081 
.161 + .090 + 
.215 + .140 + 
.459 + .429 + 
.339 + .293 + 
.145 + .100 + 
.152 + .097 + 
.111 .099 + 
.154 + .099 + 
.153 + .106 + 
-
------- ------~--· 
400 
----· 
error oig. 
.062 
.056 
.100 + 
.393 + 
.263 + 
.076 
.068 
.077 
.070 
.072 
an indication of whether the difference bc;tween that method's performance and that of 'I'AM io 
statistically oignificant (p < 0.05), with a"+" indicating that the alternative method obtained a 
significantly higher error rate, and a "-" indicating that it obtained a signiftcantly lower error 
rate. 
Splice. 'I'his na.t.ural problem involves, given a pooition in the middle of a window of GO DNA 
sequence elements, predicting if the po0ition io an "intron___,exon" boundary, an "exon-•intron" 
boundary, or neither type of boundar·y. Therefore, a. chssifier must learn to predict one of three 
class outputs based on a GO-dimensional input vector, in which each dimension takes on a C<1tegor-
ic.aJ value, il, G, T, or C. Preprocessing involved assigning numerical values to these ea.tcgoricaJ 
data: A = 0, G = 1, T = 2, C = :l, ami then mapping these value0 into feature map diotributions 
as dc;scrihed in section 2.6. 'fable 1 show0 the results. On the small and medium training 0cts, 
TAM performed significantly better than most of the alternative nwthods. On the largest training 
set, 'l'AM performed significantly better than CART' and the NN methods, and slightly better 
than the ME and I!ME va,riants, althongh these latter cliflerences are not statistically significant. 
TAM's superior performance ma,y result partly from the preprocesoing, which, due to over· 
lapping fc~ature distributions for different categorical attributes, converts categorical data into a 
mmwrical scale. As discussed in section 2.:3, categorical data ean be repreoeutccl cliscrett!ly by 
making the distributions non overlapping. Accordingly, TAM was also evahmted using narrow, 
nonoverh1pping fl~ature map distributions whose wiclth0 with respect to the input nwge of [0: 1] 
a.re (J = 1/(lOL) rather than (J = 1/ L: 
h _ exp[-~(!,1;- h + 0.5)2] 
''- 'Lf;,~ 1 exp[--5(U;- h' + 0.5)2]' (19) 
When TAM uses "categorical" feature maps due to preprocessing with equation (19) rather than 
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·-----~--------~~---·-
Classifier 
TAM 
TAM-C 
CART 
1NN 
KNN-CLASS 
Table 2: 
Titanic 
-
--------.......... ~---·----~ 
--·-···--------·-·-··· --------
20 40 80 160 
----.---- -- ·- ·····-- c---7-
sig. 
·····--·----
sig. error sig. 
.222 
error error 
.271 .252 
.285 + .244 
.316 .262 
.31:! + .322 
.284 .269 
-
srg. error 
.225 
.231 
.234 
+ .312 
.258 
+ 
.218 
.247 
.305 
.243 
+ 
equation (18), it is referred to as "TAM-C". Table 1 compares TAM-C's performance to that 
of TAM. On the small and medium training sets, 'I'AM-C did not perform as well. Apparently, 
TAM's overlapping input distributions provided an additional benefit, even though the input data 
have a categorical interpretation. On the largest dataset, however, TAM-C performed slightly 
better than TAM, perhaps because its nonoverlapping input distributions precluded "crosstalk". 
Titanic. This natural problem involves learning t.o predict whether or not a. person on board the 
Titanic survived basc~d on their social class (first class, seeond elass, third class, crewmember), age 
(adult or child), and sex. Preprocessing involved assigning numerical values to these categorical 
data: (first class= 0, second ela.ss = 1, third class= 2, crewnwmbcr = :l), (adult= 0, child = 1), 
(male = 0, female = 1), and then converting these data into featme distributions as described 
in section 2.6. Because thf~ input data art~ categorical, 'l'AM-C was also evaluated. As Table 2 
shows, TAM and TAM-C obtained simila.r results except that T'AM did better on the smaJlest 
training set. 'l'AM obtahwd significantly better results than lNN on all training set sizes. lt 
obtained slightly better results than the other methods as well, although these dif[enmces an~ no\ 
significant. 
Image-seg. 'J'his cultiva,ted problem involves, given Hi continuous attributes derived from :l x :J 
pixel regions from outdoor images, predicting which region elass (brickfaec, sky, foliage, cement, 
window, path, grass) it carne from. '!'able :l shows the results. Only a conple of the diffc~rences are 
statistically significant, however TAM performed slightly worse tlmn the ME and liME variants 
on the medium and large training sets. 
Letter. This simulated problem involves predicting which of the 26 upper caSf! lc~tters <en image 
came from, given ]() simple statistical features derived from the image, with C<leh l(~ature taking 
on one of 16 integer values. Table 4 shows the results. TAM performed signific<ently better than 
CA!tr, and significantly worse tlmn virtually all the other methods, on all three training set sizes. 
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Table 3: 
Image-seg 
70 140 
. ,-· 
280 
c lassifier error 
TAM .:ng 
CART .361 
INN .338 
KN N-CLASS .353 
ME-EL .309 
l'vlE-ESE .320 
HME-EL .311 
!ME-ESE .319 
1E-GROW .317 
-"·--
ME-ESE .:l02 
HME-EL .311 
HME-ESE .312 
HMEGROW .345 
sig. error 
" 
Table 1: 
.341 
.348 
.331 
.:333 
.317 
.3:l7 
.306 
.31:3 
.321 
.246 
.240 
.276 
•. 
sig. error 
.311 
.288 
.:322 
.:322 
.286 
.282 
- .283 
.283 
.285 
+ .327 
.186 
.186 
.195 
,] 85 
.195 
..190 
.218 
.... L....,,, __ .L__[l __ 
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sig. 
-
. 
Table G: 
Mushrooms 
~~~----C----1-a--s-s--,.-fier'l ;~~~=o--·~(i4'.-.-~~g-.- ---- T28 -- ~-256-- - 512 io24 -~ 
, ., errol- -siii. ;:;;:;0;: sTg;.- -e;:;:(),~ sig;:- e11oi· srg;: 
TAM .052 .025 .015 .006 .002-- ----"---
TAM-C .055 .031 .014 .005 .001 
KNN -CLASS .041 .016 .007 .003 002 u__~~~~_jj_ __ _J___~_ll___ __ __j_~_lL_ __ ____j~___j_L__ • 
·~···-
ssifier Cla 
T 
CA 
1 
KNN 
AM 
RT 
NN 
-CLASS 
Table 6: 
Ringnorm 
:300 
·-·-"· 
error sig. 
.043 
.214 + 
.361 + 
.:>61 + 
. ···~···~··~" 
rrwonorm 
-. 
300 
error sig. 
.033 
.226 + 
.066 + 
.027 -
-
Mushrooms. 'I'his artificial problem involves, given 21 nominally valued attributes describing 
the clmra.cteristics of mushrooms, predicting whctlwr the mushroom is edible or poisonous. Pre-
processing involved assigning integer values to the attributes (which range in number from 2 to 
12 per dimension) by replacing each attribute with the number of its index in the documentation 
lists. 'I'hen, these data were converted into feature distributions as described in section 2.6. Be-
cause the input da.ta arc ca\cgorica.J, 'I'AM-C was also evaluated. 'fable 5 shows the nesul\s. As 
in the Splice dataset, TAM performed slightly bettm· than TAM-Con the smaller training sets, 
cl!td slightly worse on the lcugcr training sets, although the differences an' not significant. TAM 
performed slightly worse than IG'lN-CLASS on all the tmining sets except the largest one. 
Ringnorm. This artificial problem involvl's, given two output elasses drawn from diffcrent 20-
dimensional multivariate normal distributions, predicting which elass ea.eh datum belongs to. Class 
l ha.s mean zero and eova.ria.nee ~times the identity. Class 2 has mean= (a.,a., ... ,a.) and unit 
c:ovaria,]](:e, where a= 2//2(). Breiman et a.l. (1984) report a thcort'tical expeetecl error rate of 
O.Ol:l. 'I'a.ble G shows that 'I'AM perJ(mned significantly bt'tter than CART and the NN methods. 
Twonorm. 'I'his artiJieiaJ problem is similar to the ringnorm problem except that both elasses 
hctve unit variance, Class 1 has mean= (a, a, ... ,a), and Class 2 has mean= (-a, -a., ... , ·--a) where 
a= 2/..f20. Breiman et at. (1984) report a. theort'tical expected error rate of0.023. Te~ble 6 shows 
that TAM performed significantly better than CAR'I' and lNN but worse than KNN-CLASS. 
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3.3 Statistics of Learning 
In this section, sr:veral statistics relating to the above benchmark simulations are described in 
order to gain a better understanding of the representations that TAM learned. For clarity, results 
are only shown from the largest training set of the first five benchmarks. 
Speed of convergence. The results shown in Tables l-6 were obtained following 200 training 
epochs. However, the error rate converged much earlier than 200 epochs on most datasets. Figure 6 
(top) illustrates this by plotting the average error rates obtained after each training epoch. The 
error rates nearly converged following only 32 training epochs. 
Number of category nodes. Another important question is the amount of memory that TAM 
requires. 'I'he memory requirements are the number of category nodes that are created times the 
number of weights per category. Figure 6 (bottom) illustrates the average number of categories 
per output class that were created. For all except the titanic dataset, TAM equilibrated with 
a relatively small number of categories per output class. On these datasets TAM aJc;o had low 
training error rates, ranging from 0.0 on the mushrooms dataset up to 0.03 on the image-seg 
dataset. However, on the titanic dataset the number of categories kept growing despite the fact 
that the training <rnd \es\ error rates barely changed following the first few epochs. The problem 
appears \o be that the training error rate remained fixed at a relatively high levd of 0.2. 'fherefore, 
with tlw current heuristics governing category instantiation (see section 2.5) then' may be a, 
tendency for category proliferation when training set error remains high. This is a topic for future 
research. 
Weight pruning. 'fhe number of feature weights per category node is LM, where ], is the 
number of weights in eaeh dimension and M is the number of dimensions. Weight pruning can 
signiJicantly reduce the ntnnber of weights per dimension, often with little or no effect on the c)rror 
rate. When a ca,\egory is first instantiated, it has uniformly distributed feature' wQights, 111Jih = 
L/L. With learning these' weights typically converge) into a unimodal, Gaussian-like distribution. 
When this happens, the smallc)r weights become insigniiie<\ll\, and can be removed. A sirnihn 
dynamic occurs for the class weight,;, J!:ii, although pruning of these weights is not explored lwre. 
Figure 7 illustrates the ef!'ect on error rates of pruning the smallest feature weights following 200 
training epochs. After tlw srnaJlest weights were set to zero, the remaining weights in each vector 
w,;; were renormalized to sum to one. 'J'he C)ITOr raJes are plotted as a function of the a,vcrage 
number of weights remaining for each 1-D basis node. For all except the oplicc chttaset, error rates 
were virtually Uilailic,ctecl after 7 out of the 12 weights were pruned. 
Receptive fields and bias weights. Earlier in the paper, it wao claimed that match track-
ing favors eategories with wide receptive fields over those with narrow receptive fields because 
the latter tend to have larger bias weights. A way to quantify this rdationship is to compute 
the correlations between the "narrowness" of receptive fields and the size of \heir corresponding 
bias weights. Narrowness of receptive fields is approximated by a, simple statistic, the size of 
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Figure 6: Top: average error rates are plotted as a function of the number of training epochs for 
five DELVE datasets. Bottom: average number of categories per output class. 
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the maximum feature weight, maxh(Wjih)· CorrelationB were computed across a.llnodes j a.ncl 
dimensions i, between the maximum feature weights, maxh( Wjih), and the bias weights, bji· The 
average correlations for each dataset were as follows. Splice: 0.92; titanic: 0.90; image-seg: 0.97; 
letter: 0.93; mushrooms: 0.99. Figure 8 shows the scatter plots relating these two variables from a 
single simulation of the first four datasets. The majority of cases, which lie on the main dia.gonal, 
correspond to bias wtlights which were updated with, for the most part, p = 0. The cases that 
lie below the diagonal correspond to bias weights which were often updated with p > 0, as was 
illustrated in section :3.1. Note that, in particular, a. hu·ge proportion of bias weights fall below 
the main diagonal on the titanic dataset, on which the training error rate was es1wcially high. 
3.4 Classifying natural textures 
One of the motivations for developing the TAM model was to obtain a. dassifier that was com-
puta.tionally similaJ' to the GAM model, but which, unlike GAM, obeyed the locality constraint. 
TAM's primary difftlrences from GAM arc that it (i) synthesizes Gaussian-like receptive fields 
with a set of feature weights, instead of explicitly defining them with means and variances; (ii) 
uses vigilance modulation instead of a vigilance threshold (see Figure 2); (iii) employs distrihuted 
connections, PJi, with graded strengths between the categories a.nd the output nodes, rather than 
binary-valued connections. 
In order to evaluate the eJTeet of these changeB, 'I'AM was compared to GAM on natural tex-
ture classification benchmarks, on which GAM obtajned good results (Grossberg and Williamson, 
1998). The dataset was produced by a biologically-motivated image processing system which 
extracted, from each 8x8 pixel region of an input image, 16 oriented contrast features (four ori-
entations a.nd four spatial scales) a.s well as a. single brightness feature. GAM was trained to use 
these 17-dimensiona.l feature vectors to classify natura.! textures from the Brodatz album (Bro-· 
datz, 1966). For each textun!, GAM was trained on three images (768 items), and tested on a. 
fourth image (25() items). GAM was evaluated in this way on different numbers, 6, 12, 18, ... ,42, 
of textures. As the number of textures increased, a.nd the classification problem became more d-· 
ifficult, GAM's classification rate a.nd category allocation (per texture) remained st<1ble. Figure 9 
sumnurizes GAM's results, which were obtained after two training epochs. On the whole, GAM's 
performance did not improve with further training. As reported in Grossberg and Williamson 
(1998), these results arc Buperior to those obtained on a similar texture classification task by 
an alternative image classification architecture that used rule-based, multilayer perceptron, or k-
nearest neighbor classifiers. GAM also outperformed this alternative architecture when they wme 
both evaluated on an identical task involving the classification of 10 natural textures. 
Figure 9 also shows TAM's results on these cla,tasets. Due to tlw large size of thl) training sets, 
'I'AM was trained J(H' only 50 epochs for computational tractability. 'I'AM obtained lower enor 
rates than GAM when the number of textures was small and essentially equivalent error rates 
when the number of textures was larger (Figure 9, top). TAM n!quired more training epochs to 
reach the same performa.nCl' level a.s GAM, a.nd also required more categories per class (Figure 9, 
bottom). 
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4 Discussion 
4.1 Relations to biological neural networks 
As discussed in section 1, TAM's two novel learning mechanisms are motivated by data about 
biological neural networks. The first mechanism is a circuit for learning topographic mixtures, 
which is motivated by the apparent ubiquity of topographic maps in cortex. The second is an 
attentiona.l biasing feedb<lCk circuit, which is motivated by findings that attention plays a modu-
latory role, and particularly that it proportionally boosts broadly tuned cells more than it does 
narrowly tuned cells (McAdams and Maunsell, 1999). 
Another possible link with biology is with the finding that cortical devl)lopment involves a 
period of synaptic proliferation followed by refinement and clustering of projections (Calloway 
and Katz, 1990; Kandel and O'Dell, 1992; Antonini and Stryker, 1993). If a pruning rule is used 
during training, so \ha.t weights are removed if they fall below a threshold (see sect.ion :3.3), then 
TAM also produces a. pat: tern of synaptic proliferation followed by refinement. This is because the 
weight fields are instantiated with uniiorm distributions and pruning only occurs when the weight 
distributions become "peaked", so that many weights become small and insignificant. 
TAM may also Sl!rve as a useful model of perceptual learning. A previous Vl)rsion of the 
network was US()c] to explain data about the learning of vernier discrimination (Williamson, 1999). 
Specifically, the model was used to explain (i) how various types of external i(;edback can affect the 
course of learning, based on the effect of that feedback on the OC (Herzog and Faille, 1997); and 
(ii) why improvements in vernier discriminability during learning are reflected in sharper tuning in 
the orientational channels underlying diserimination, as revealed by visual masking experiments 
(Saarinen and Levi, 1995; Mussap and Ll)Vi, 1997). 
4.2 Future research directions 
Hierarchical network. ln \he current 'l'AM network, there is no topography in the e<ltegory 
layer. If topography were added to this layer that is, if center-surround interactions were added 
so that the amount of ovc;rlap in the learned receptive fields was related to tlw distance between 
the category nodes in a map then a hierarchical network structure could naturally emerge. A 
category layer at one level of the hierarchy would serve as one of the fea.ture maps lor the next 
level of the hierarchy. Meanwhile, each level of the hierarchy eould have reciprocal connections to 
an output layer encoding the appropriate dass labels for that level of the hierarchy. 
Learned connections between basis nodes and category nodes. In \lie network diagram 
in Figure :l, there is mw set of connections which does not contain adaptive weights: the connec-
tions between tlw unidimensional ba.sis nodes and the multidimensional C<ltegory nodes. Adding 
a.daptive wllights to these connections would allow for two interesting outcomes. The first is weight 
sharing, in which one basis node, and hence one 1-D weight field, could be shared by several cat-
egory nodes. This would reduce memory requirements and possibly increase regulariza.t.icm. The 
seeond is subspace learning, in which a category nodn would retain connections from only <l subset 
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of basis nodes, thereby remaining invariant to one or more input dimensions. This could be a 
method for ignoring uninformative dimensions. 
Fast match tracking. 'I'he primary technical disadvantage of the current TAM network is 
that the match tracking process in equation (5) can be very computationally intensive, due to its 
itera.tive na.ture. With the current set of parameters, equations (1 )-( 4) can be repeated as rna.ny as 
1,000 tinws for a. single input. The GAM network avoids these costly computations by employing 
a "one shot" match tracking algorithm in which the number of iterationo can never exceed the 
number of output classes. A goal of future research is therefore to d(~velop an approximation of 
equation (5) which greatly speeds up \raining without sacrificing classification accuracy. 
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Appendix 1 
Consider the effect of M on 6.10.iih in equation (14) if w}"'''') is constant, i.e., if w\'·atc) = 'Y· 
For simplicity, assume yj = :1 and p = 0. Then, the change in the weight vector Wji is 
(20) 
What is the effect of M on the net change in the multidimensional receptive field? 
First, we decompost~ w;; into its previous value plus tlw most recent change: w;; = w\~ld) + 
6.w(~td) Then, via equations (l) and (2), we can see that the changes in each dimension are 
.7 
multiplied across all M dimensions: 
M M 
Yi IT Xji = IT H · ( w}~ld) + 6.w)fld)) 
i=l i=l 
M IT J;T . ( w\~ld) + 'YUiold) _ w}~ld))) 
i=l 
M IT H. ('tfiold) + (1- 'Y)w\~ld)). 
i=l 
(21) 
From the right-lmnd term in equa.tion (21) we can see that the fraetion of the previous receptive 
field which is retained depends on M. In order to preserve the same amount of the previous 
receptive fitJd regardless of the value of M, we would therefore like to have 
(22) 
where..\ E (0: I) is a constant learning rate independent of M. 
Obviously, equation (22) can only be tnw J(n arbitrary M if we rnake 'Y a function of M. 'l'his 
is why equation (12) contains [3( M), which is a function of M. Our goal here is to determine 
what form (3(M) should take. Different expm·ience levels, n,;, result in different functions f3(M). 
Therefore, we need to assume a. fixed n;. lhsed on the idea that fixing learning rates with respect 
to M is most important on a node's first learning trials, wlwn the learning rate is highest, we fix 
n; to the value it takes after the first lea.rning trial of the first instantiated node. 'l'his is n:i = ct, 
yielding 
(nd.e) 1 
'( = w . = -----··-} [J(M)+l' 
Plugging this into equation (22) yields 
or 
,VIM [J(M) = -····-. 1 - ).,1/M (25) 
